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To Your
Friends

are half a dozenTHERE on your Christmas
Gift List who would more

than appreciate a real razor
that CUTS and doesn't hoe.
Give a Durham. Demonstrator
to everyone of them.
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The "Edition de Luxe" of the Durham-Demonstrato- r Razor, with one of the famous
Durham-Duple- x blades in a beautiful GIFT BOX, as a special Christmas Demonstrating
offer all for 35c.

Do not overlook this fact we manufacture only one blade, the Durham-Duple- x. The blade
given away with the Durham-Demonstrat- or Razor is identically the same as used with
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As a shaving instrument the is equally as good as our
$D.UU and $Z.5U razors you use it in the same way, with the same natural, long,

M 1.1.1.1.. it iaiagonai siroKe inat mattes it absolutely sate.

With this razor you actually shave you don't hoe, or scrape, or pull the
out you CUT IT OFF, naturally and easily. 4

than two to one sold than of any in the

The Special Christmas GIFT BOX
Containing; one Durham.Demonstrator and one of the world famous Durham.DupIex

ready to give away, or to make a present that you can en-
joy. You could not buy a more serviceable gift, no matter where or how long you look.

Go To Your Dealer FIRST
TF can't send the below us. There are only limited

BOXES madI number of these special GIFT
inc coupon 10 us rignt away.

cvJumc- - very. P"00 toeing advantage of this demonstrating offer will have
?Sr r'8 to re,urn ,ne Durham.Demonstrator at any time and it will

OFFER be as 50c cash towards the nrir nf nv i.n. f
i i I z. : r.. : 'more complete ana elaborate sets. 1 his otter la likewise extended

receiving Durham-Demonstrato- as Christmas gifts.
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accepted nurcluii!

In this way you don't have to put up $5.00 to be convinced that the Durham.DupIex
is the best razor in the only 35c and when you exchange the Demonstrator
that 35c worth 50c
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Durham-Duple- x Razor Co.
590 Montgomery Street

CITY. N. J.........
LONDON NEW TORONTO BERLIN
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"The Best
Cutting Edge
In The World"
Durham Duplex Blades

of the finest steel obtain,MADE ground to a cutting
edge that CUTS cleanly and

easily the toughest kind of a beard.
Each blade has two edges. You can
sharpen them yourself on an ordinary
strop. Sold in sealed packages only

6 blades, 12 cutting edges, 50c
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